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Beurling and Deny introduced in [l] an axiomatic potential theory for 
certain Hilbert spaces of functions which they called Dirichlet spaces. Our 
main purpose is to develop a notion ofpotential which permits us to generalize 
the theory to a broad class of Banach spaces which we call Banach-Dirichlet 
(BD) spaces. Included in this class are for p > 1, Lp, Sobolev spaces W,‘*” [8], 
and fractional Sobolev spaces L .p, 0 < 01 < 1, 2n/n + 2a < p, as character- 
ized by [13] (see Sec. 7). The main result asserts that with certain convexity 
and (norm) smoothness assumptions, the Condensor Theorem [I] holds in 
this generalized setting (Sec. 6). Because smoothness of the norm plays a 
vital role in potential theory in the non-inner-product spaces, we have 
included in Sec. 2 a thorough discussion of the relation between smoothness 
and partial ordering in a normed linear space. Following the lead of Deny [5] 
who gives some potential theoretic results in a Hilbert functional space which 
satisfies fewer than all the Dirichlet axioms, we show in Sec. 4 that our theory 
is meaningful in Banach spaces with fewer than all of these axioms. We discuss 
further the notions of potential and pure potential in Sec. 5, paying particular 
attention to potentials in BD spaces. 
Much of the work included herein is contained in the author’s doctoral 
thesis, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J., 1968. The author expresses 
his gratitude to his thesis director, Professor J. Elliott, for suggesting the 
general problem and for rendering aid and encouragement toward the solu- 
tion. A portion of the work was supported by the National Science Founda- 
tion. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
In this section we define the spaces with which this paper deals, and recall 
several definitions and basic facts used throughout. 
A normal contraction T : C + C of the complex plane verifies T(0) = 0 
and 1 T(z) - T(w)1 < 1 z - w ( for all Z, w E C. Three such normal con- 
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tractions are absolute value, the function denoted T, : C -+ C for x > 0 
defined by T&z) = z - x for Re z > x, T,(z) = z + s for Re z < - x, 
and T,(z) = 0 otherwise, and thirdly, Re+ given by Re+ z = Re z for 
Re z > 0 and Re+ z = 0 otherwise. 
Let X denote a locally compact HausdorfI space, ?? = U(X) the vector 
space of continuous scalar valued functions of compact support on X sup- 
plied with the inductive limit topology, and 6 a positive Radon measure on X. 
Let F = F(X, [) denote a Banach space with norm /I . I/ of (equivalence 
classes of) scalar valued, locally &integrable functions on S. 
DEFINITION 1 .l. The three Dirichlet axioms are as follows: 
(a) For any compact KC X there exists a number A(K) > 0 such that 
for all u E F, 
(b) The measure .$ is everywhere dense in X, and F n V is dense in F 
and dense in V. 
(c) For any normal contraction T, and for any u E F we have Tu E F and 
II 17-u II G II u II . 
DEFINITION 1.2. A Banach-Dirichlet (BD) space is a Banach space 
D = D(X, E) of scalar valued locally &integrable functions which satisfies 
the three Dirichlet axioms. 
A BD space may be viewed as a Dirichlet space [l], without an inner- 
product. In order to get our main result, we replace innerproduct with the 
assumptions of uniform convexity and smoothness. Thus, these notions, 
together with references are discussed briefly below. 
A linear space N with norm // . 11 is uniformly conwex, [3], if for all u, TJ E N 
withjluil=11vli=landE>O,thereexists6>Osuchthatilx+y/I>2-- 
implies 11 x - y 11 < E. In a uniformly convex Banach space every closed 
convex set has a unique element of minimum norm [15]. 
For N a complex normed linear space, the associated real linear space NR 
is the linear space whose elements are exactly those of N, but whose scalar 
field is the real field R; the norm of NR is identical with that of N. There is a 
one to one correspondence between the elements f of the complex dual space 
N’ and the elements g of the real dual space (NJ’ given by the formula 
Re(u, f) = (u, gh , where (., *) is the complex bi-linear form on the pair 
(N, N’) and (., .)R is the real bi-linear form on the pair (NR , (NJ’), [15]. 
The complex space N is smooth if NR is smooth, i.e., if for each u E N, , 
409/33/2-b 
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Ilull = 1, there is exactly one g E NR satisfying (u, g)s = )I g 1) = 1. Equival- 
ently, NR is smooth if for all non-zero u, x E NR , the limit 
G(u; x) = lim II .4 + tx II - II u II 
t-+0 t 
exists [4]. 
We denote by S : N + N’ a ddity map satisfying (u, S(u)) = 11 u (12 and 
II uII = II W4lI - S UC a map aIways exists, as an application of the Hahn- h 
Banach theorem will show; the form (a, S(h)) is the semi-innerproduct of [9]. 
Uniqueness of a duality map is equivalent to smoothness. If N is a smooth 
real normed space then for non-zero u E N, 
holds for all x E N. In case N is a smooth complex space, we have 
Re(x, S(u)) = II u II G(u; LX). 
If L is a linear space of scalar valued functions, we denote by Lf the cone 
of functions v > 0. By L’f we denote the positive dual cone, i.e., f EL’+ iff 
(v, f) > 0 for all v EL+. 
2. PARTIALLY ORDERED NORMED LINEAR SPACE AND SMOOTHNESS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let N be a complex twrmed linear space with partial ord&ng > 
on the associated real space NR . Let u E N. If Re(v, S(u)) > 0 for all v > 0, 
thenI)u+vI)~JIullforaZZv~O. 
Proof. If u = 0 the result is clear. For u # 0, the Schwarz inequality 
gives 
1 
II u + v II 2 JIul[ lb + v7 W)l 
a II u/l L I Wu + 0, W4l = II uII + Reb W4 B It uII .
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let N be as in Lemma 2.1, with the additional assumption that 
N is smooth. Let u E N. Then Re(v, S(u)) > 0 for all v > 0 $11 u + v 11 > II u I( 
for all v > 0. 
Proof. Assume I[ 21 + 0 11 2 (I u II f or all v 3 0. Recall PI > 0 implies 
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tw > 0 for all scalars t > 0. Without loss of generality, u # 0. Referring to 
Sec. 1, we have for w > 0 
the limit exists since N is smooth. 
Lemma 2.1 gives the converse. Q.E.D. 
For any function p : X + C, q~ > 0 denotes p)(t) > 0 for all t E X. The 
proofs of the next two lemmas are purely algebraic and are omitted. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let L be a complex linear space of C-valued functions. If f 
is a complex linear functional on L such that Re(v, f) 3 0 for all v EL with 
Rew>O,then(w,f)>Ofotallv~Lwitho>0. 
If v+ EL for all R-valued v EL, then (v, f) > 0 for all v >/ 0 implies 
(v, f) E R for all R-valued v EL. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let L be a complex linear space of C-valued functions uch that 
v+ EL for all R-valued v EL, and Re v EL for all v EL. Let f be a complex 
1inearfunctionalonL. Then(v,f)>Oforallv>OiffRe(v,f)=(Rev,f) 20 
forallvELwithRev>O. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let N be a smooth complex normed linear space of 
C-valued functions atisfring v+ E N for all R-valued v E N and Re v E N for 
all v E N. Let u E N. Then S(u) EN’ satisfies (v, S(u)) > 0 for all v > 0 
z~~~u+v~~>~ju~~forallv~NwithRev>O. 
Proof. Assume (w, S(u)) > 0 for all v >, 0. Lemma 2.4 assures 
Re(w, S(u)) > 0 for all o with Re w > 0. Thus 11 u + v 11 > /I u (1 for all v with 
Re e, 3 0 (in Lemma 2.1 let w > 0 mean Re v > 0). 
Conversely, assume Ij u + v /I > II u 11 for all e, with Re w >, 0. In Lemma 
2.2 let w > 0 mean Re v > 0; thus Re(o, S(u)) > 0 for all v with Re v > 0. 
By Lemma 2.3, (v, S(u)) >, 0 for all v >, 0. Q.E.D. 
3. LEMMAS CONCERNING THE FUNCTION SPACEF = F(X,[) AND BD SPACE 
D = DW, El 
In this and the following sections we will be concerned with a function 
space F as defined in Sec. 1. The first lemma gives a well known result ([ 111, 
p. 8 Cor. 2.3). 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a linear subspace of a partially ordered Zinear space 
L with partial ordering > such that for each x EL with x > 0, there exists 
y E M with y > x. Then any posittve linear functional on M can be extended 
to a positive linear functinal on L. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let F = F(X, 5) satisfy axioms (b) and (c). Let U, , U, be 
open subsets of X with aI f~ o,, = a. Denote by V C F n % the convex cone 
(i) Given~~Ewithcp>,00nU~,~>0,andanyopenU3Y(cp)n~I, 
there exist v, e E V with supports in 8, and satisfying 
0 d v(t) - q(t) < 6, for t E q ) 
0 < cp(t) - C(t) < 6, for t E q . 
(ii) If f EF’ satisfies (v, f) 3 0 for all v E V, then there exists a Radon 
measure u > 0 with Y(u) C uI such that for all v E F n V with 
Y(v) c x - a0 ) 
(v, f) = j” v du. 
ThusforallvEV, svdo>O. 
Proof. (i) Let ‘p E %? satisfy ‘p >, 0 on 7J, . Since U 3 9’(p) n ul and 
Y(y) n a1 is compact and disjoint from v,, , we may assume u n o,, = % . 
Further, since Re+ v = IJ.I on U, , U r) Y(v) n u1 = Y(Re+ 9) n a1 . Thus, 
for the purpose of the desired inequalities on ai we may assume Ref ‘p = ‘p 
on all of X. 
Let E > 0 and let v’ E %?+ satisfy p’(t) = sup ‘p + G/Z for t E Y(q) n ul , 
v’(t) = 0 for t E U, and 0 < v’(t) < sup IJ.J + e/2 for all t E X. Put 
#’ = ‘p’ A (9’ + e/2). Clearly I/J’ E Vf and 9’(f) C 9’(~‘) C 0. Axiom (b) 
assures the existence of $ E F n V satisfying ]4’ - # 1 < e/4 on all of X. By 
taking ( 16 ( and applying axiom (c) and the fact that I/’ 3 0, we may assume 
t) > 0 on X. 
Recall the normal contraction T, for x > 0 (Sec. 1). Put x = c/4 and 
define v(t) = Tc,4(#(t)). By axiom (c), v EF n V+; also v > 0 on X since 
9 > 0 on X. For t $ U, #‘(t) = 0 implies 0 ,( #(t) < c/4, so v(t) = 0; thus 
9’(v) C 0. But by assumption, ~??n Da = O. Thus Y’(v) C X - us, so 
v E V. Straight forward calculation shows 0 < v - Q, < E on u1 . In a 
similar manner G is constructed. 
(ii) Letf EF’ satisfy (v, f) 2 0 for all v E V. Denote by %‘* = ‘Z&X - o,,) 
the real linear subspace of V = %?R, 
V9 = {q E V 1 ‘p R-valued, .5@(y) C X - o,,}. 
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Denote a “positive” cone in %Zg by 
59,+ = {p’ E ‘Z ( 9 R-valued, ‘p > 0 on Ur , Y(v) C X - us}. 
Then V *# defines a partial ordering in %Z9 by 
zjf>q3 iff *ap, on C,. 
Observe r = F n V&. 
To apply Lemma 3.1, put L = V9 , M = F n 9Zg . By part (i), for each 
a, E 55’s , there exists o E Y with e, > 9. Lemma 2.3 assures that (.,f) is 
R-valued on the real spaceF n %Y*; (.,f) is positive (i.e., (v,f) 3 0 for v E V) 
by hypothesis. Thus (.,f) extends to a real linear functional f’ on VS , 
positive on V**. 
Nowf’ corresponds to a positive measure. In fact, any ‘p E %?9 with 9) > 0 
on X is an element of g9”. Thus f’ is positive in the ordinary sense, i.e., 
for some positive Radon measure 0’ on X - oa , we have f ‘(q~) = sp do’ 
for all ‘p E %?% . Clearly Y(u’) C U1 . Extending u’ to a positive Radon 
measure (T on X in the obvious way, we have Y(a) = .Y(u’) C ci . 
Finally, for z, E F n % with Y(V) C X - u0 , let v = vi + iv, with 
v,,v,~V?~. Then 
(v, f) = f’(q) + if’(vJ = 1 v1 da + i 1 v2 do = 1 v da. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let a BD space D = D(X, 5) be reJlexive. Then D+ n +T is 
dense in Df. 
Proof. Let u E D+. Axiom (b) assures the existence of a sequence 
{~p)~ C D n V with vn -+ u in D. By axiom (c), 1 vn / E Df n %? and 
j/j vn 111 < 11 P)~ I/ , so (1 p= I> is a bounded sequence. Since D is reflexive there 
exists an element v in the closure of Df n $9 and a subsequence (1 97, I} of 
(1 R, I> with I pm I - * weah. 
Observe that by axiom (a) each compact K C X determines a linear func- 
tional fK E D’ by the formula 
(w,fK) = 1, w dt for all ZUED. 
Thus since ) pm / + v weakly, for any compact K, SK ( ( qm / - v 1 d[ --+ 0. 
But qrn -+ u in D entaiIs 
Consequently IL = a a.e. 5, so u E Ci(D+ n a). Q.E.D. 
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4. PURE POTENTIALS IN A FUNCTION SPACE F(X, 5) WHICH SATISFIES AXIOM a) 
In this section and the rest of this article, axiom (a) is assumed. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Pure potentials are elements of F+. (This definition will 
be motivated in Sec. 5.) 
Observe that axiom (a) assures that any non-negative measurable, bounded, 
compact support function g : X+ R determines a unique pure potential ug 
by the formula 
(u, ~0) = 1 u * g df for all u E F. 
We say either that the function g generates the pure potential ug, or that the 
measure g * 5 genercltes ug. 
The next proposition shows that pure potentials are plentiful. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If F satisfies axiom (a), then pure potentials are total 
over F. Thus, if F is also reflexive, linear combinations of pure potentials are 
dense in F’. 
Proof. Let u E D, u # 0. Let KC X be compact, 6(‘(K) > 0, and ( u 1 > 0 
a.e. 5 on K. Without loss of generality, u > 0 a.e. t on K. Put g = IK , the 
characteristic function of K. Then (u, ug) = J u * g dt # 0. Q.E.D. 
In the next proposition we require uniform convexity for the first ime. 
Recall the duality map S : F --+ F’ discussed in Sec. 1. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let F(X, 4) 6 e uniformly convex and satisfy axioms (a) 
and (c). If u E F is such that S(u) EF’ is a pure potential, then u 2 0 a.e. 5. 
Proof. Fix u EF with S(u) EF’+. Since Re and Re+ are normal contrac- 
tions, axiom (c) assures that the hypotheses of Lemma 2.4 are satisfied. Thus 
Re(v, S(u)) 3 0 for all v E F with Re v >, 0 a.e. 1. In Lemma 2.1, let v > 0 
mean Re v > 0 a-e. 5; then 
(1) (1 v + u 11 2 (1 u 11 for all v EF with Re v > 0 a.e. f. 
Now for the fixed u E F, define the subset E C F by 
E = (et EF ( Re(v - u) > 0 a.e. 0. 
Then (1) assures 11 v 11 = \I(v - u) + u I( >, jl u I( for all v E E. Clearly E is 
convex. An application of axioms (a) and (c) assures that E is closed. 
Since 11 v 11 > 1) u JJ for all v E E, and F is uniformly convex, we conclude 
that u is the unique element of minimum norm in E. Axiom (c) assures 
( u ( EF, and (11 u I(( < (( u (1 . But Re(l u I - u) >, 0 means I u I E E. Thus 
u = 1 u ( > 0 a.e. 6. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. If F satisfies axioms (a) and (c) and is smooth, then S(U) is a 
pure potential iff (w, S(u)) >, 0 for all e, EF with Re w > 0 a.e. [ (apply 
Proposition 2.5). 
5. POTENTIALS AND PURE POTENTIALS IN A BD SPACE 
The following discussion motivates our definition of potential. Let 8 C R” 
be a bounded domain with smooth boundary. 
In classical potential theory one defines the potential u(y) generated by a 
(bounded) density distribution function g by the formula 
4~) = I, K(Y - 4A4 dxv 
where K(x) = K,,/I x lne2, K,, a constant depending on the dimension n 
(see [IO], p. 19; [2], p. 41). In case ‘u E C”(D) and g = de, (A = &+ D2j is 
the Laplace operator), it follows that 
Here a/& is the outer normal derivative operator on the boundary X2 of s2. 
Thus the difference 
u-v= I Kz- ar v%dSai- 
is harmonic in Q since K = K(y - x) and a/&K(y - x) are harmonic 
for x E Q, y E kX2, and w E C2(G). Consequently, Au = de, = g, so for any 
9” E w-4, 
I vg dx = j CJJAU dx = c (- l)ljl 1 D$ Dhi d.t 
lij=l 
For a more general situation, consider the space W,‘*” contained in the 
Sobolev space JW~(Q) ( see Sec. 7). Suppose Dju EL*(Q), l/p + I/q = 1, 
( j ( < 1. The family {Dh}ljl <- determines a continuous linear functional 
on Wtsp by the formula 
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Thus, if there exists a function g such that for all q E 9(Q) C Wisp the 
relation 
I e dx = (T-J, F) 
holds, then g = CljlGr (- l)ljl D% in the sense of distributions. By 
analogy with the classical case, one might be tempted to say u is the potential 
generated by g. However, we prefer to focus attention on the functional F
and say F is the potential generated by g. This choice leads to the desired 
generalization of the definition of potential given in [I]. 
We now return to the theory. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let D = D(X, r) be a BD space. If f E D’ is a pure 
potential, then there exists a unique Radon measure p > 0 such that 
(q,f) = [qdp forall pEDn%‘. (2) 
Conversely, if D is also rejexive, then f E D’ satisfying (2) is a pure potential. 
Proof. Suppose f E D’f. In Lemma 3.2, put Vi = X, Us = 0. Then 
part (ii) of the lemma assures the existence of a Radon measure p > 0 
verifying (2). Axiom (b) assures uniqueness of II. 
Conversely, assume D reflexive. Let u E Df. We must show (u, f) > 0. 
By Lemma 3.3, there exists a sequence {p),] C D+ n %? with v% + u. Applying 
m 
0 d IiF s Y-L 4 = li? (P), f) = bf 1 
by continuity of F. Q.E.D. 
As a result of the Proposition, the following definition can be given for 
BD space. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let f E D’ be a pure potential. The corresponding 
Radon measure p > 0 satisfying (2) is the measure associated with f. We say f.~ 
generates f and write f = up. 
We now give the general definition of potential for a BD space. 
DEFINITION 5.3. A functional f E D’ is a potential if there exists a Radon 
measure TV (not necessarily real or positive) such that for all p E D n %, 
We say p is the measure associated with f, and say p generates f. Write f = up. 
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Remarks. Suppose f = uu is a potential and p = g . 5 for some measur- 
able function g, i.e., s v dp = j v . g d.$ for all y E %. Then we pervert the 
above notation and write f = ug. This is consistent with the notation of 
Sec. 4. It is immediate from the comments succeeding Definition 4.1 that any 
bounded measurable function g with compact support in X generates a pure 
potential u”; in case also g 3 0, then ug is a pure potential. By axiom (b), 
given a potential f E D’, the associated measure p (or measurable function g) 
is unique. Conversely, if a measure p (function g) generates a potential, then 
that potential is unique. However, such is not necessarily the case in a 
space F(X, 5) not verifying axiom (b). 
6. THE CONDENSOR THEOREM 
THEOREM 6.1. Let a BD space D = D(X, 5) be smooth and uniformly 
convex. Let wl, w,, be open subsets of X with G, compact and c& n w,, = 0. 
Then there exists an element u E D such that 
(i) 0 < u < 1 a.e. 5‘ on X, 
(ii) u = 0 a.e. f on w0 , u = 1 a.e. 5 on w1 , 
(iii) S(u) E D’ is a potential with real associated measure p = p+ - p--, 
and Y(p-) C G,, , Y(p+) C G& . 
Proof. Let f.+ , w,, be as in the hypothesis. Define EC D by 
E = {v E D 1 Re v > 1 a.e. 5 on wi , Re v < 0 a.e. E on wo}. 
The set E is non-void. In fact, by local compactness of X, since W, is 
compact there exists an open UC X with W1 C c’ and .5 n Go = 5, and a 
function v’ E g satisfying v’(t) = 3 for t E w1 , v’(t) = 0 for t $ U, and 
0 < v’(t) < 3 for all t E X. Axiom (b) permits an approximation of v’ by 
some v E D n % such that 1 v’ - v 1 < 1 on all of X. By axiom (c), we may 
assume v = 1 v 1 > 0. Apply the normal contraction Tl (see Sec. 1). Now 
T,v vanishes outside of U and T,v(t) > 1 for t E w1 . Thus, T,v E E, so 
E +4. 
The set E is closed since axiom (a) implies that any sequence converging 
in D converges in L1 on compact sets in X. Clearly E is convex. Thus by 
uniform convexity of D, there exists a unique element u E E of minimum 
norm. Let T represent the normal contraction given by the projection of the 
plane C onto the closed segment [0, 11. Axiom (c) assures Tu E D and 
/I Tu /I < II u /I . But Tu E E. Thus by uniqueness of u as the element of 
minimum norm of E, Tu = u. Therefore u satisfies (i) and (ii). 
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To prove (iii), consider the convex cone A C D defined 
A = {w E D 1 w R-valued, w > 0 a.e. f on wi , 9(w) C X - G,,}. 
For any w ED with Re w E A we have u + w E E, so (( u + w I( > 11 u 11. 
In Lemma 2.2, let w > 0 mean Re w E A; smoothness of D then assures 
Re(w, S(u)) > 0 for any w E D with Re w E A. In case w E A, then 
Re(f iw) = 0 E A so 
f Im(w, S(U)) = f Re i(w, S(U)) = Re( k iw, S(u)) >, 0. 
Therefore, (w, S(U)) = Re(w, S(U)) > 0 for w E A. Now part (ii) of Lemma 
3.2 is applicable with U, = wr , U,, = wO, and V = A E V: there exists a 
Radon measure CL+ > 0 with Y(p+) Cc;j, such that w E D n 9 and 
9’(w) C X - 8, imply (w, S(U)) = s w dp+. 
In an analogous manner we may be assured of the existence of a Radon 
measure p- 3 0 with Y(p-) C Go , such that w E D n @? and Y(w) C X - 8, 
imply - (w, S(U)) = s w dp-. 
Define the convex cone A* C D by 
A* = (w E D [ w R-valued, w > 0 a.e. f on wr , w < 0 a.e. f on w,,}. 
Then~+A*CEsoRew~A*entails()u+w((~(~u~).ApplyLemma2.2: 
Re w E A* entails Re(w, S(U)) > 0. Thus w E A* implies Re(f iw) = 0 E A* 
so f Im(w, S(U)) = Re(f iv, S(U)) > 0. Thus (w, S(U)) = Re(w, S(U)) > 0 
for w E A*. 
Let F E D+ n k4. By part (i) Lemma 3.2, given relatively compact neigh- 
borhoods W, I) d, and W, 3 ,!Y(rp) n 8, , and a positive integer n, there exist 
W n, 5n E D n V R-valued, > 0 on wr , supported by (X - Ws) n WI and 
W *, ezI, E D n V, R-valued, > 0 on w,, , supported by (X - Gi) n W, , 
satisfying 
Oar-&- and 
n 
0 < 0, - 9 <+ on 8,) 
and O<w,-q<$ on 8,. 
Thus p - 5m - w,,EA*andw,,+r&,--cpA*,so 
(p’ - ez - w, , S(4) B 0 and (et, + @, - pn , S(u)) > 0. 
Consequently, 
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Taking the limit as tl + co, we see that 
Put ~1 = p+ - CL-. Thus for any ‘p E D+ n V we have (q, S(u)) = f q~ dp. 
Since any v E D n V can be written 
q~ = (Re 9)’ - (Re v)- + i(Im v)+ - i(Im cp)-, 
the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
7. EXAMPLES 
We show that for p > 1, ~5” and WA*P(Sa) are uniformly convex, smooth BD 
spaces, where for an open 8 C R”, Wi*” is the closure of the test space for 
distributions, 9(Q), in the Sobolev space B’i*P(Q) [B]. The same holds for the 
fractional Sobolev spaces L,p(R”) for 0 < a! < 1 and 2n/n + 2ct <p. 
However, for m > 2, the spaces Wasp are not BD spaces since the 
Dirichlet axiom (c) fails. 
Let X and 6 be as in Sec. 1, p > 1. 
EXAMPLE 7.1 Lp(X, 5). In fact, by a slight alteration of the proof given 
in [3], it follows that LP(X, 5) is uniformly convex. If l/q + l/p = 1, then 
L* is uniformly convex, and so rotund. Thus, since Lq is the norm dual of 
LP, it follows that LP is smooth. To see this one may rewrite for complex 
spaces the proof given by [7] f or real spaces, keeping in mind that, in the 
notation of Sec. 1, 
(WY k9R = II v II I g IL? iff tv.0 = II 21 II llfll and Re(iu,f) = 0. 
Remark. By direct calculation we have for u, v ELP, u f 0, 
G(u; w) = l$ II l.4 + &J II - II u II 
t 
= 11 u 11;’ Re 1 w * v df 
where w = u . (u/l/ u IIp)P-z is the unique element in LQ such that 
(v, S(u)) = sum dt for all e, ELP (see Sec. 1). 
Axiom (a). For u ELP and compact KC X, we have 
where A(K) = [(K)l/Q. 
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Axioms (b) and (c) are immediate. 
EXAMPLE 7.2 BJr*p(X2). We recall that for open G C R”, unless Rn - 8 
is polar, 9(G) is not dense in ulm*p(ln) [S], so the space W,sP(a) is distinct 
from that of Wm.p(s2), unless R” - Q is polar. We first assume m to be any 
positive integer, and prove all the requisites except axiom (c); then in case 
m = 1, axiom (c) will be shown to hold. 
The norm for u E H/m.P is 
Since uniform convexity and smoothness are norm properties inherited by a 
normed subspace, it suffices to consider W = Wmqp. Lions [8] shows that W 
is uniformly convex. For smoothness, observe that 
z d J 11 u + tw 11~~ = $ 1 ( 1 j- 1 D% - tDjv 1” dx)“‘; t=o t=O IjlSm 
the right side exists because each Dju, Djv ~153, and 19’ is smooth. 
Axiom (a). Since WCLp, 1) u )I9 < 11 u IIw, and Lp is a BD space, it 
follows that axiom (a) holds for TV. 
Axiom (b) This holds by definition of W, . 
Axiom (c). Assume m = 1. 
LEMMA 7.1. If u E w1.p and T is a normal contraction, then Tu E w1.p 
and 1 au/ax, 1 2 aTu/&, ) a.e., i = I,..., n.
Proof. Clearly Tu E Lo. Since au/ax, exists in the sense of distributions 
and is in LP, we may assume (see [12], p. 58) that u is absolutely continuous 
on almost all co-ordinate axes parallel to the xi-axis. But then the same is 
true for Tu, so aTu/ax, = g exists in the usual sense (a.e.) and g is the partial 
derivative of Tu in the sense of distributions. Finally, letting Llx denote an 
increment along the x,-axis, we have (a.e.) 
I &)I = J$$ 
I T~(x + AX) - “(‘)I < lim 
IAxl 
\ dx 
-t 
oI 4.x + 4 - 44l 
IAxi 
which implies g e Lp since au/ax, EL”, so Tu E w1.9. Q.E.D. 
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We proceed to verify axiom (c) in three parts. Write IIf\ = Wisp, 
w = 1+-J, $2 = 5?(L?). 
(i) If u E 9, then Tu E IV0 and 11 Tu IIw < // u llw . In fact, Lemma 7.1 
assures Tu E W; the norm inequality follows since I Tu 1 < I u ( and 
) DjTu I < 1 Dju / , I j I = 1. 
It remains to show Tu E W, . Since each Y(DiTu) is compact, the regulari- 
zations h * DjTu, h E 9, are again of compact support. Moreover, 
Dj(h t Tu) = h + DjTu. Let {h,} be a sequence in 9 with each h, > 0, 
s h, dx = 1, and with supports Y(h,J converging monotonely to (0) C R*. 
Ultimately Y(h, c Tu) C .Q, so ultimately Dj(h, * Tu) E 9. But DjTu E Lp 
implies Dj(h, * Tu) = h, * DiTu + DjTu in Lp(.Q), / j 1 :< 1, so Tu E W. 
([12], pp. 22-23). 
(ii) If {u,} C 9 and u,, + u in W,, , then Tu, - Tu weakly in W,, . In 
fact, Lemma 7.1 assures Tu E W. For any continuous linear form F on W,, , 
F extends to a continuous linear form F on W (Hahn-Banach). There exists a
finite family {f~}oG~j~ <I with each fj E LQ, and 
F(u) = 1 j” fjD’u dx 
O<j<l 
(see [8]). We first prove that if each fj E 9, then 
lif;n F(Tu,) = F( Tu). (3) 
Since each fj E 9, 
F(Tun - Tu) = c (- l)‘jl j. Djfj(Tu, - Tu) dx, 
lil<l Ki 
where Kj = Y(fj) is compact. But since T is a contraction and axiom (a) 
holds for u - u, , it follows from u, + u in W, that 
IF(Tu,-Tu)ld 1 / ~D’fj~\u,-u~dx+O 
[jl<l Kj 
as n 4 co, so (3) is established. 
Now assume the general case, { fj} C Lg. For each 1 j I< 1, choose a sequence 
(fj”} C 9 such that fik -fj in LQ as k+ CO. For each k = 1, 2,..., let F” 
denote the functional determined by { fjk}oGljlGl . Then 
Let 
F(Tun - Tu) = (F - Fk) (Tu, - Tu) + Fk( Tu, - Tu). 
M = II u IIw + SUP II un llw; n 
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F(Tu, - W < c llh --Xi” IIq -M + IF”@% - WI . 
lit<1 
Choose k so the first erm is < a/2; then by the above paragraph, choose n so 
the second term is < 42. This gives the desired result. 
(iii) If u E W, , then Tu E W,, and 11 Tu (Iv ,< (1 u (jw. In fact, choose 
{u=} C 9 with u,, -+ u in W, . By (i), each Tu,, E WO; by (ii) Tu, + Tu 
weakly in W,, . Since W,, is uniformly convex it is reflexive, thus weakly 
sequentially complete. Therefore Tu E W, . Further, Tu, + Tu weakly 
implies 
/I Tu lb < limninf II Tu,, Ilw 
< limninf 11 u, 11 = li,m II u, ]I = ]I u 11; 
the first inequality follows from a general Banach space principle; the second 
from part (i). Thus WieP is a BD space. Q.E.D. 
Remark. An example shows that axiom (c) fails for m > 2. On the real 
line let s2 = (- n, P), u(x) = sin X, and T : R--t [0, co) by projection. Then 
u E Wl*P, and Tu(x) equals 0 for - ?T < x < 0 and sin x for 0 < x < n. 
The second derivative (in the sense of distributions) of Tu involves a point 
charge at 0 and so is not a function. Thus Tu $ W$P. 
EXAMPLE 7.3 L,p(R”). For 0 < (Y < 1 and 2n/n + 2ar cp, this space is 
characterized as the set off E LP(Rn) such that ,9a f E LP(R”), where 
%f(x) = j 
R” 
If(x) -f(rI” , x -“I ln+Po *
We use the norm I/ fI/, = (/lfllg + (1 .9tifl/31/r, which is equivalent to 
Ml, + II .QJll, given by P31. 
Since II * IIp is uniformly convex, to show that I/ * (Ia is also, it suffices to 
show N(f) = II %fll, is a uniformly convex norm (see [3], Theorem 1). 
To see that N(a) is a norm on L,P, observe that N(f) = 0 implies 
If(x) -f(y)1 = 0 (a.e.), but the only constant inLP(Rn) is the null function, 
so f = 0. The other norm properties are immediate. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let H be any Hilbert space with inner product (., *). Then fm 
x, y E H, 1 < p < 2 < q = p/p - 1, the inequalities of Clarkson [3] are 
satisfied : 
II x + Y II* + II x -Y II4 G WI x lIP + IIY IIP)P--l, 
where II x II2 = (x, x). The inequalities are reversed for p > 2. 
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Proof. Let X, y E H be non-zero elements. Define Hs to be the real 
Hilbert space 
H, = {ax + by 1 Q, b E R}, 
with inner product (., .> = Re(., .). Map p : Hz + C by p(x) = jJ x 1) ,
V(Y) = I/ Y Ii exdi arccos@, r>/ll * II I YII), and P@X + 4~) = M4 + &W 
Then v is a linear isometry. By [3], C verifies the required inequalities, o
H, , and thus H, do also. Q.E.D. 
Now fix x E R”, f, g E L,P. Then F, G E L2 = L2(Rn, m), where 
F(y) -f(x) -f(y), G(y) =g(x) -g(y), dm = dy]\ .T -y jn+la. Notice 
gaf(x) = ( j’ I F I2 dm)1’2 = lj F !JLz . Thus, by Lemma 7.2, for 1 <p < 2, 
II F + G ll;z + II F - G ll;z < 2(llF II’ + I/ G II”)” I. (4) 
By a calculation similar to that in [3], 
Yf + 8)” + IV(f 
= ( j- I gia(f + g) WI” dx)s/’ + ( j- 
- g)” 
1 &( f - g) (x)l” d$” (5) 
G (j- (I gm(f + d (x)Iq + I %df - id (41qYq d$‘” 
by the “reversed” Minkowski inequality (in [6], Theorem 198 put 
k =p/q < 1). Now by (4), the expression (5) is no greater than 
2 ( j I 9mf b9I” + I %gcw dq-l = 2(JJ(f)P + N(g)“)“-l. 
Therefore, as with the proof of uniform convexity for LP [3], N(a) is a uni- 
formly convex norm on Lap, as desired. 
Because of the smoothness of Lp, for non-zero f, g E L,P 
exists if 
‘,‘$ Nf 4 tg) - wf)lt = $ J (I I9Af + tg) (x)1” dqp 
t-o 
exists. Thus smoothness of /) . /lo1 will be shown by the existence of 
d 
z II I %(f + ?d Ml” dx, t=o 
which we proceed to demonstrate. 
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Observe that for t > 0 and almost all X, 
and the reverse inequalities hold for t < 0. Put 
Then for t # 0 and almost all x, 
The smoothness of LP and 9= f, 9,g E LP entail lim,,, #(t, x) E L1, 
lim,,, #( - t, X) E Ll (see remark on smoothness of LP). Moreover, for almost 
all X, 9J*) (x) is a smooth (L2) norm, so 
ljr$ qJ(t, x)= p&f (q-’ $ J Qm(f + tg) (4 
t=o 
exists. Therefore (6) and the generalized Lebesgue convergence theorem 
imply 
$+. j q(t, x) dx = j- ‘,+y & 4 dx 
exists, so 1) * /lo1 isa smooth norm. 
Axioms (a) and (c) are easy calculations from the definition of (1 . [IS. 
Axiom (b) is assured by the known fact that V is dense in Lap(P) [12]. Thus 
L,p(P) is a uniformly convex, smooth, BD space. 
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